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ABSTRACT RocksDB is a powerful database engine that offers a wide range of adjustable knobs, which
greatly influence its performance. However, configuring RocksDB manually for optimal performance is
challenging due to the large number of available knobs and their complex settings. To address this issue,
we propose Transformer Adaptive Gentic Algorithm Tune(TATune), an auto-tuning system for RocksDB
knobs. In TATune, knob configuration files for RocksDB are randomly generated and executed at different
preset workloads first. Subsequently, the correlation between the knob and RocksDB performance is learned
by the prediction model based on Transformer. Finally, an adaptive genetic algorithm that utilizes the
prediction model as a fitness function to recommend the RocksDB knob setting. Additionally, a novel
optimization metric is also proposed to evaluate the performance of the auto-tuning RocksDB knob system.
TATune is compared with other approaches to configure RockDB knobs on six distinct workloads. The
results indicate that TATune is effective and achieves significant performance improvement across various
target workloads. The final average optimization performance is 26% better than K2vTune and 72% better
than RTune.

INDEX TERMS RocksDB, auto-tuning, knob configuration, transformer, adaptive genetic algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION
The continuous growth of information technology has
resulted in an ever-increasing amount and diversity of data
being generated daily, particularly with the rapid prolifer-
ation of unstructured data. Relational databases are inef-
fective in handling unstructured data, and their distributed
implementation is challenging, rendering them incapable of
responding promptly to large amounts of data. In response,
key-value databases including RocksDB have been proposed
as solutions.

Developed by Facebook, based on Google’s open-source
LevelDB, RocksDB is a key-value database structured on
the Log-Structured Merge-tree(LSM-tree) [1]. The in-place
update method of LSM-tree leads to excellent write per-
formance [2]. However, an in-place update incurs a loss
in read performance, which is especially detrimental to
read-intensive applications such as order systems and
search engines. Improving read performance requires writing
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additional information, such as indexes, which can result in
write amplification [3], [4], [5] and space amplification [6].
LSM-tree performance is primarily enhanced by optimizing
the timing of compression strategies [7], [8], [9], employ-
ing key-value separation [10], [11], and utilizing automatic
tuning [12], [13], [14]. To mitigate database performance
fluctuations caused by compression and merging opera-
tions, the timing of compression strategies can be optimized
by reducing these operations under high-load conditions,
given their significant disk input and output requirements.
Key-value separation stores the values separately to avoid
unnecessarymovement of the data values during compression
and merging. This is because the compression and merging
operations only require comparing the keys of the merged
data. Given that tuning LSM-tree can be challenging due
to the many tuning spaces and potential interdependencies
between them, automatic tuning primarily involves parameter
tuning, merging strategy adjustment, and dynamic allocation
of memory for Bloom filters to facilitate the tuning process.

According to previous research, the configuration of knobs
has a considerable effect on database performance [15].
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However, optimizing the RocksDB knob is difficult as there
are many knobs available for debugging that may affect
each other. To solve this problem, this study introduces an
auto-tuning system, Transformer Adaptive Gentic Algorithm
Tune(TATune), for RocksDB knobs. Firstly, it begins by cre-
ating a dataset comprising RocksDB knob configurations and
database performance indicators. Subsequently, the neural
network is trained on this dataset to obtain the feature vectors
of the knobs under specific workloads. Finally, Knobformer
is utilized to construct a prediction model that forecasts
the connection between the feature vectors of knobs and
their external indicators. The fitness function of an adaptive
genetic algorithm is the prediction model, which is used to
optimize the configuration of the RocksDB knobs.

The main contributions of this study are as follows:(1)
We produce 12 distinct datasets of read-intensive workloads,
each comprising 20,000 configurations of RocksDB knobs.
(2) We suggest Knobformer, an enhanced transformer-based
model, to forecast the connection between RocksDB knob
configurations and RocksDB performance and verified that
Knobformer has an advantage over the classical Transformer
in predicting knob external metrics. (3) We introduce an
adaptive genetic algorithm to improve the global optimization
performance by allowing the model to avoid local optima
more effectively. (4) We present a new formula for the
RocksDB performance score to more accurately assess the
optimization performance of genetic algorithm.

II. RELATED WORK
A. ROCKSDB
RocksDB is a key-value database that utilizes the LSM-
tree structure [16]. It comprises a Memtable, Sorted String
Table (SST, for short), and Compaction. Memtable is an
in-memory data structure that employs a skip list for imple-
mentation. When the storage of Memtable reaches its capac-
ity, RocksDB automatically transforms Memtable into an
Immutable structure and creates a new Memtable to receive
further data. In addition, the immutable structure periodi-
cally transforms into SST files, which are then stored on
the disk. SST is a disk-based data structure that stores data
in a format that is suitable for persistent storage. Specif-
ically, SST is composed of several components, including
the data block, index block, meta block, meta index block,
and footer [17]. The data block stores compressed key-value
pairs to achieve high storage efficiency while minimizing
the impact on read and write performance. The index block
stores metadata associated with the data block. Meta block
stores additional information, such as Bloom filters [18],
[19], to enhance query performance. The meta-index block
stores index pointers in the meta-block. The footer stores
index pointers for both the meta index and the index block.
The LSM-tree manages SST files in layers for fast retrieval,
and the number of layers has a varying degree of impact
on RocksDB’s performance. Compaction scans the SST files
in leveli and leveli+1, identifies the intersecting SST files,

merges them, and places them in leveli+1 [20]. Level0 stores
Immutable files directly in memory, and the SST files within
the level do not guarantee group order to avoid possible
write bottlenecks. Conversely, the SST files in other levels
ensure group order. Compaction prevents excessive invalid
data from affecting read performance, and the periodic use of
compaction can effectively reduce the read and space ampli-
fication of LSM-tree to ensure data consistency. However, the
compaction strategy requires moving andmerging data which
causes write amplification [21], [22]. Different compaction
strategies and trigger conditions affect the final performance
of RocksDB.

B. RocksDB KNOB TUNING
In recent years, scholars have conducted research on tun-
ing RocksDB knobs. RTune [23] selects a workload that
is most similar to the target workload and then creates a
combined workload using the Mahalanobis distance that is as
close to the actual target workload as possible. Subsequently,
a deep neural network model with a combined workload
is trained and used as the fitness function for the genetic
algorithm. Finally, RTune applies a genetic algorithm to
find the best solution for the original target workload using
the fitness function provided by the trained neural network
model. However combine workload loses the specificity of
each workload in order to maintain universality. This in
turn leads to poor performance in predicting new types of
workloads. K2vTune [24] uses Euclidean distance to find a
workload similar to the target workload and trained a predic-
tion model as the fitness function in the genetic algorithm.
K2vTune proposes a new method, Knob2vec, to generate
knob feature vectors by learning the workload characteristics
of the predictionmodel. It constructs a predictionmodel using
a gated recurrent unit (GRU) model [25] and an attention
mechanism [26]. This model structure learns the correlation
between knobs and database performance and provides a
basis for the genetic algorithm to recommend knob configura-
tions. However, the K2vTune method has several limitations.
Firstly, Euclidean distance does not consider the relationships
between various characteristics. Secondly, calculating the
current GRU value relies on the previous value, resulting in a
slow computation and biased prediction results. Thirdly, the
mutation and crossover rates used in the genetic algorithm for
recommending knob configurations are fixed values that may
easily drop into local optima. Finally, the score evaluation
formula in this method can only represent the difference
before and after optimization. It cannot indicate whether there
is a difference between positive and negative optimizations.

III. METHODOLOGY
A. TATUNE OVERVIEW
Figure 1 presents an overview of the TATune structure. Ini-
tially, 20,000 knob configuration files for RocksDB are ran-
domly generated and executed at different preset workloads.
The configuration parameters of the knobs are recommended
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FIGURE 1. Overview of TATune.

by experts in the field of databases [23]. Secondly, the Maha-
lanobis distance is computed between the external metrics
(EM) of the preset workloads and the internal metrics (IM)
of the target workload to identify the preset workload with
the minimum distance to the target workload. Subsequently,
the knob configurations are one-hot encoded and trained by
a neural network to extract their feature vectors. Finally,
the prediction model is obtained by training the transformer
model using the extracted feature vectors of the knobs and

the external metrics. An adaptive genetic algorithm, which
uses the accepted prediction model as a fitness function,
recommends the best configuration of the knob.

B. WORKLOAD MAPPING
Training specific workload indicators in a read-intensive
environment can be a tedious and time-consuming task due
to the complexity of the workload. Hence, workload mapping
is crucial. We find the preset workload with the smallest dis-
tance to the target workload to be the most similar workload
to the target workload by using Mahalanobis distance to cal-
culate the distance between the internal metrics of the target
workload and the internal metrics of the 12 preset workloads.
Although Euclidean distance is simple and effective, it cannot
consider the relationship between various characteristics as
there are over 300 dimensions in the internal metrics and
over 140 dimensions after data preprocessing. Mahalanobis
distance [27] can consider the relationship between various
characteristics by calculating the covariance matrix and can
better adapt to the features and changes of the data. The
specific formula of the Mahalanobis distance is shown as
equation (1):

DM (x, y) =

√
(x − y)T 6−1 (x − y) (1)

where x and y are the data of the same dimension, T denotes
matrix transpose, 6 is the covariance matrix between the two
workloads.

C. EXTRACTION OF KNOB FEATURE VECTORS
The process of learning the feature vectors of knob config-
urations is illustrated in Figure 2-a. The count of all values
for each knob is used to determine the length of the one-hot
encoding, which is based on the number of elements in the set.
For instance, if knobi has a value of 3, and the range of values
is [1], [4] (constructed by the set of all configuration values),
then the one-hot encoding of knobi is [0,0,1,0]. These one-hot
encodings are then concatenated to form a sparse vector
S ∈ R1×d . In the second step, the obtained sparse vector
V and internal metrics are trained using a neural network.
The weight of the linear layer of the model is regarded as the
feature vector of the knob, which is then used as the look-up
table, as illustrated in Figure 2-b.

Figure 3 illustrates the process of querying the feature
vector of a given knob in the query table, which involves
two steps. In the first step, the query table is searched for the
one-hot encoding of the given knob, and the position of the
corresponding feature vector in the query table is determined
based on the position of the one in the one-hot encoding.
The feature vectors of all knobs are then combined to form
a feature matrix, which serves as the training data for the
prediction model.

D. IMPROVED ADAPTIVE GENETIC ALGORITHM
To efficiently generate and evaluate knob configurations in
order to optimize knob configurations for the purpose of
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FIGURE 2. Knob feature extraction.

improving the performance of rocksdb, and the properties
of genetic algorithms are certainly very suitable for our
needs, as each knob can be treated as a gene. That is, the
optimization process is to generate knob configurations ran-
domly, then evaluate the resulting knob configurations by
an adaptive function, and optimize the generated knob con-
figurations according to the evaluation results. The genetic
algorithm(GA) is a stochastic global search optimization
method that imitates the biological evolution process and
achieves optimization by employing operations such as selec-
tion, crossover, and mutation of chromosomes. The adap-
tive genetic algorithm(AGA) uses crossover and mutation
operations with adaptive probabilities to maintain popula-
tion diversity and preserve the convergence ability of the
GA.However, traditional AGA [28] do not take into account
the fact that individual fitness values in the population may
pull up the overall average fitness value, resulting in a situa-
tion of falling into a local optimum.Our proposed improved
adaptive genetic algorithm(IAGA) is used to reduce the cases
where the AGA algorithm falls into a local optimal solution
by considering the sample distribution and number of itera-
tions.The flowchart of the IAGA is presented in Figure 4. The
pseudocode of the IAGA employed in this study is presented
in Table 1.

1) POPULATION INITIALIZATION
In our research, the population initialization process con-
sists of three distinct stages: firstly, generate the knob

FIGURE 3. Query and splice knobs.

configuration randomly. Secondly, the generated knob con-
figuration is coded one-hot. Finally, the one-hot codes are
transformed into feature vectors by the lookup table men-
tioned above.

2) SELECTION
To preserve the most optimal individuals within the popu-
lation, we undertake a process that involves eliminating the
lowest 50% of individuals based on their fitness values. Sub-
sequently, from the retained 50% of individuals, we employ
crossover and mutation operations to generate new individu-
als in a quantity equal to half of the original population size.
This approach ensures the creation of a new population that
maintains the same size as the previous one. The fitness func-
tion will be extensively described in the following predictive
model.

3) CROSSOVER AND MUTATION
In our adaptive genetic algorithm, fmax represents the maxi-
mum fitness value of individuals within the population, while
fmin represents the minimum fitness. A higher fmax indicates
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better overall fitness and suggests the presence of superior
samples within the population. The purpose of evaluating
both fmax and fmin is to assess the distribution of fitness levels
among individuals in the population. The fmax and fmin pro-
vide upper and lower bounds for individual fitness within the
population. They serve as valuable metrics for evaluating the
convergence of the algorithm and the extent of coverage in the
search space.Crossover and mutation operated to eliminate
50% of the population with low fitness values and deter-
mine the maximum fitness value fmax , the minimum fitness
value fmin,and the average fitness value favg of the remaining
population. Subsequently, compute the ratio d , which is the
number of samples with higher fitness values divided by
the total number of samples, where the samples with higher
fitness values are within the range interval of

(
favg, fmax

)
. If d

is small, this indicates that there are many individuals with
lower fitness values in the population and only a few indi-
viduals have higher fitness values, requiring the mutation and
crossover rates to be increased. Then, the samples are crossed
and mutated based on the crossover and mutation rates, and
the outcomes are integratedwith the initially retained samples
to create a new population. The formulas for the crossover
rate and mutation rate of the improved genetic algorithm are
presented in equation (2) and equation (3), respectively.

Pc =
fmax − f ′

t ·
(
fmax − favg

) (1 − d) (2)

Pm =
fmax − f

t ·
(
fmax − favg

) (1 − d) (3)

In the IAGA, Pc and Pm denote crossover and mutation
rates, respectively. The number of iterations is denoted by
t , whereas f ′ denotes the maximum fitness value of the two
individuals about to cross and f denotes the fitness value of
the current individual. Ideally, as the number of iterations
increases, the fitness values of the samples will approach the
optimal fitness value. However, high crossover and mutation
rates in the later stages may cause unnecessary fluctuations.
An increase in d indicates that a large proportion of individ-
uals in the population possess fitness values higher than the
average fitness value. In this case, the mutation and crossover
rates should be reduced to prevent population degenera-
tion.The pseudo-code of IAGA can be seen in Table 1.

E. PREDICTIVE MODEL
The fitness function of the improved adaptive genetic
algorithm has a significant impact on the accuracy of recom-
mendations for knob configurations. To obtain more precise
predictions, we utilized Knobformer, a model enhanced by
Transformer, to train the relationship between knob configu-
rations and external indicators.

The conventional transformer replaces the conventional
RNN module with an attention mechanism. The model con-
sists of an encoder and a decoder, which map the query and
a set of ‘‘key-value pairs’’ to the output. In this study, the
encoder maps the input to the hidden layer, and the decoder

TABLE 1. Improved Adaptive Genetic Algorithm Pseudo-code.

maps the hidden layer to the external metrics. The role of
the feed-forward neural network layer is to transform the
output of the self-attention layer nonlinearly to acquire a
new sequence. Residual connections and normalization are
included after each sub-layer to prevent gradient vanishing
and overfitting. In addition, the encoder uses a multi-head
attention mechanism and position encoding to boost the
expression ability of the model. Position encoding adds a vec-
tor that represents the position information of each element in
the input sequence and combines it with the word embedding
vector to enable the model to capture the order relationship
of the elements in the sequence. The decoding layer also
comprises multiple identical layers, each with two sub-layers:
a multi-head attention mechanism and a feed-forward neural
network layer.

1) KNOB RELATION CONVOLUTION MODULE
The self-attention mechanism in the Transformer model [29]
is limited to learning only the features of individual knobs and
cannot account for the influence of inter-knob relationships
on the final prediction results. The knob relation convolution
module, which is used to extract the relationships between
knobs, is proposed in this study to overcome the drawback
of the self-attention mechanism in the Transformer model.
This module can perceive local correlations between the
knob features. Integrating this module into the Transformer
encoder can transfer and interact knob features between dif-
ferent layers, further improving the model’s expressive power
and performance. The knob relation convolution module con-
volves the rows of the input matrix to generate a feature
matrix that encapsulates the interdependence between the
knobs and can be expressed as equation (4):

Y = ReLU
(
Conv1d

(
XT

))T
(4)

Here, X represents the input tensor, XT represents its trans-
pose along rows and columns, Conv1d represents the 1D
convolution operation with the specified parameters, ReLU
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FIGURE 4. Improved adaptive genetic algorithm for TATune.

represents the rectified linear unit activation function. The
reason for transposing the input tensor before and after con-
volution is to ensure that the convolutional kernel operates
on each row of the original input tensor separately. By trans-
posing the tensor before convolution, we effectively swap its
row and column dimensions, so that convolution is performed
along rows instead of columns. The transpose operation after
convolution simply restores the original shape of the tensor.

The enhanced encoder architecture is illustrated in
Figure 5. The model takes the knob feature vectors as inputs

and feeds them into the decoder after passing through the
multi-head attention and feedforward neural network. The
encoder architecture is composed of fully connected layers,
a GELU activation function, and fully connected layers as
part of a feedforward neural network. Residual connections
are utilized around the multi-head attention and feedforward
neural network, and layer normalization is applied to normal-
ize the output of both networks. The encoder transforms knob
feature vectors into coding features.

2) MULTI-HEAD ATTENTION
The multi-head attention mechanism is used to segment
the input sequence into multiple subspaces and to per-
form self-attention calculation on each subspace individually.
Figure 6 illustrates the structure of the multi-head attention
mechanism. After entering the attention module, the feature
vector X is divided into the query matrix Q∈Rn×dk , key
matrix K∈Rn×dk , and value matrix V∈Rn×dv . The similarity
matrix S, with a size of (n×n), can be obtained by performing
dot product multiplication on Q and K , representing the sim-
ilarity between all points. The global attention feature of size
(n×dv) can be obtained by multiplying the similarity matrix
S by V , and direct residual calculation can be performed
because the dimension d of the feature vector is equal to
the dimension dv of the global attention feature. The formula
for the conventional attention mechanism are equation (5)
and (6):

Atten (Q,K ,V ) = ρ

(
QKT
√
dk

)
V (5)

ρ (M) = σr (M) (6)

Scaling factor
√
dk is used to prevent the result from

being too large or too small. The notation ρ denotes the
softmax normalization operation applied to the matrix, while
ρ represents the softmax normalization operation on amatrix,
σr denotes the softmax operation applied to the rows of the
matrix. The time complexity of the attention mechanism is
O

(
dn2

)
. Specifically, when given input matrices Q∈n × dk ,

K ∈ n×dk , and V ∈ n×dv, the traditional attention module
computes S = QKT

∈n×n by performing a matrix multipli-
cation between Q and KT . The final output is obtained by
multiplying S and V , leading to a time complexity ofO

(
dn2

)
.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
A. DATESETS AND EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT
We generate 12 different workloads using the built-in bench-
mark tool db_bench in RocksDB. Each workload generate
20,000 data points to produce adequate training samples
that cater to varying degrees of read-intensive workload
environments. To reduce computation, this study selects
22 representative knobs for tuning optima of the numerous
knobs present in RocksDB. These knobs include open_files,
num_levels, etc., as listed in Table 2. Table 3 lists the precise
details of the preset and target workloads for this experiment.
The key size of each data is fixed at 16B, and the total size
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FIGURE 5. Encoder structure diagram.

of all keys and values is set at 1GB. As a result, the size
of a single value is computed as datasize

datanums
− keysize, where

datasize is the overall size of the data, datanums is the total
number of data, and keysize represents the size of a single key.
The specific data format used in this experiment is shown in
Table 3.

The experiments are conducted on a machine equipped
with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-11800H processors and 16GB
RAM, NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3060. The operating system
used to run RocksDB is 64-bit Ubuntu 18.04 and the operat-
ing system used to train the model is 64-bit windows 11. The
TATune system is written using the PYTHON programming
language in the PyCharm integrated development environ-
ment.

B. EVALUATION
1) GENETIC ALGORITHM EVALUATION METRICS
The study selects external metrics including time(TIME),
rate(RATE), write amplification factor (WAF), and space
amplification factor (SA). The TIME represents the total
amount of time required by RocksDB to process data, where
a lower value indicates better performance. The RATE repre-
sents the amount of data processed per second, where a higher
value indicates better performance. The WAF represents the
ratio of the actual amount of data written to the expected
amount of data written by the user, where a lower value
indicates better performance. The SA represents the actual
size of data stored in the LSM-tree. Because LSM-tree adopts
an in-place update strategy, when data are updated, LSM-
tree does not delete the original data but reinserts new data.
Therefore, there may be some invalid SST files in LSM-
tree;hence, the lower the spaceamplification value, the better
the performance. The score is calculated as the sum of the
proportions of each metric. The formula is as follows in

FIGURE 6. Multi-head attention.

TABLE 2. Knob configuration table.

equations (7),(8), (9), (10), and (11):

score = ω1log (T ) + ω2log (R) + ω3log (W )

+ ω4log (S) (7)

T =


TIMEdef

TIME
,
TIMEdef

TIME
>

3
4

3
4

,
TIMEdef

TIME
≤
3
4

(8)

R =


RATE

RATEdef
,

RATE
RATEdef

>
3
4

3
4

,
RATE

RATEdef
≤
3
4

(9)
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TABLE 3. RocksDB knob configuration optimized for preset workloads
and target workloads.

W =


WAFdef
WAF

,
WAFdef
WAF

>
3
4

3
4

,
WAFdef
WAF

≤
3
4

(10)

S =


SAdef
SA

,
SAdef

SA
>

3
4

3
4

,
SAdef

SA
≤
3
4

(11)

where TIMEdef, RATEdef, WAFdef, and SAdef are the default
configuration values for each metric, which are set as the
default settings for RocksDB knob configuration in this study.
T , R, W , and S are determined by the ratio of the default
configuration value of each metric to its actual value. A loga-
rithmic function is used to prevent a singlemetric from having
a disproportionately large impact on the overall score. The
weights ω1, ω2, ω3 and ω4 represent the impact of each item
on the score, and in our experiment, they are all equally set to
0.25. Since represents time, the less time the better, so when
TIME is larger than TIMEdef, the

TIMEdef
TIME ratio will be less

than 1, which is a negative optimization; similarly, whenWAF
and SA are larger thanWAFdef and SAdef, respectively,

WAFdef
WAF

and SAdef
SA are negative optimization. And RATE indicates the

rate, the faster the rate the better the effect, RATE is greater
than RATEdef, RATE

RATEdef
is greater than 1, indicating positive

optimization. We use a piecewise function to prevent the
logarithmic function from producing unfair results when a

metric is negatively optimized and the score decreases too
quickly. The value, 34 ’ is determined to be the best value after
multiple experiments.

2) PREDICITIVE MODEL EVALUATION METRICS
The mean square error (MSE) and the Pearson correla-
tion coefficient (PCC) are chosen as evaluation metrics to
assess the predictive performance of the model in this study.
MSE and PCC can be represented by equation (12) and
equation (13), respectively.

MSE =
1
n

∑n

i=1

(
yi − ŷi

)2 (12)

PCC =
1
n

∑n
i=1 (yi − µ̄)

(
ŷi − ¯̂µ

)
√∑n

i=1 (yi − µ̄)

√∑n
i=1

(
ŷi − ¯̂µ

) (13)

where y represents the true value, ŷ represents the model’s
predicted value, n is the total number of evaluation samples,
µ̄ is the mean value of the true values of the samples, and ¯̂µ is
themean value of themodel’s predicted values of the samples.
The range of values for the mean square error is [0, +∞).
The closer the mean square error value is to zero, the more
accurately the predicted value approximates the true value.
The range of values for the Pearson correlation coefficient is
[1, -1], with negative values indicating a negative correlation,
a value of zero indicating no linear relationship, and positive
values indicating a positive correlation. Pearson correlation
coefficient values between [0.8,1.0] indicate an extremely
strong correlation between predicted and true values, values
between [0.6,0.8) indicate a strong correlation, and values
between [0.4,0.6) indicate a moderate correlation.

C. ABLATION EXPERIMENTS
Based on K2vTune, our research introduces three main
improvements, (1) replacing the original Euclidean distance
with the Mahalanobis distance during the workload mapping
phase, (2) utilizing the Knobformer model to predict the
model during the model prediction phase and (3) adopting
IAGA in the final prediction score phase instead of GA.
To ensure fairness, the final scores are calculated based on
the metrics proposed in this study, and R8W2_32 is selected
from the final results, as shown in Table 4. From the results,
it can be seen that RocksDB scored 5.8 points using theMaha-
lanobis distance, which is 3% higher than the 5.6 points using
Euclidean distance. This is because that even after data pre-
processing, there are still more than 140 internal indicators,
and the scale of each indicator is different, and the impact on
external indicators is also different. However, the Euclidean
distance is not capable of dealingwith high dimensions, while
the Mahalanobis distance can deal with it well. When we
added the Knobformer model to K2vTune, the RockDB score
increased by 14% compared with the original K2vTune. This
is because that the Knobformer is more accurate in predicting
external indicators of the model. When the IAGA is added to
the final prediction score phase, the RocksDB score increases
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FIGURE 7. Comparison of different genetic algorithms with different workloads.

TABLE 4. Results of ablation experiments at R8W2_32.

by 14% compared with the original K2vTune.This is because
the improved adaptive genetic algorithm dynamically adjusts
the mutation and crossover rates to avoid premature conver-
gence, whichmay occurwith the traditional genetic algorithm
when the maximum value cannot be found.

1) ADAPTIVE GENETIC ALGORITHM
To evaluate the advantages of our proposed improved adap-
tive genetic algorithm over GA and AGA in the optimization
of the RocksDB knob configuration, we use the prediction
model as the fitness function to compare the respective fitness
values of these three algorithms under workloads 3, 4, and
10, the results can be seen in figure7. The fitness of the
vertical axis in Figure 7 represents the RocksDB score, and
the larger the fitness value, the better. From Figure 7, it is
evident that after the 20th iteration of the IAGA algorithm
in workload 3, it outperforms both AGA and GA. The AGA
algorithm exhibits superior performance over GA starting
from the 10th iteration. In workload 4, IAGA surpasses GA
after the 50th iteration and surpasses AGA after the 70th
iteration, while AGA outperforms GA after the 60th iteration.
Moving to workload 10, IAGA starts to outperform AGA
and GA after the 20th iteration, and AGA outperforms GA
after the 40th iteration. In summary, based on the above
observations, it can be concluded that IAGA exhibits superior
performance compared to AGA and GA. This is due to the
dynamic adjustment of the crossover rate andmutation rate of
the improved adaptive genetic algorithm based on the charac-
teristics of the population and the current optimization state.

2) PREDICITIVE MODEL
The accuracy of the fitness function model significantly
affects the optimization results of the final knob configu-
ration when recommending RocksDB knob configurations.
To address this, we design the Knobformer prediction model
for the fitness function and compare it with several other neu-
ral network models, including GRU, BiGRU, GRU+Atten,
BiGRU+Atten, and Transformer. To evaluate the perfor-
mance of these models, we use the PCC and MSE to estimate
the linear correlation and mean squared error between the
predicted and actual indicators. Table 5 presents the evalua-
tion results of the various prediction models for workloads 3,
4, and 10. Our results indicate that the Knobformer model
outperforms the Single, GRU, BiGRU, and Transformermod-
els in most external indicators (marked in bold in Table 5 ).
For workload 3, Knobformer achieves the highest scores in
TIME, RATE and SA, whereas GRU+Atten performed best
in WAF. However, the prediction accuracies for TIME and
RATE are considerably low. As the model predicts multiple
indicators and there is a trade-off between the accuracy of
each indicator, Knobformer and Transformer have the most
accurate predictions overall, with Knobformer having the
best predictions in TIME, RATE, and SA. Therefore, the
Knobformer model produced the best prediction results for
workload 3. The results on workload 10 show a similar trend
in terms of accuracy, with Knobformer achieving the best
results in predicting TIME, WAF, and SA. BiGRU+Atten
performed best in RATE prediction, while the difference
between its prediction accuracy in TIME and that of Knob-
former and Transformer is slight. There is a significant
difference in the MSE indicator in SA, indicating that the
Knobformer model performed best for workload 10. For
workload 4, Knobformer’s performance remained stable,
achieving the best results in predicting RATE, WAF, and SA.
The MSE indicator for predicting TIME is only approxi-
mately 0.01 different from that of the top-performing GRU
model. The GRU+Atten and BiGRU+Atten models with
attention mechanisms perform so poorly that the predicted
results are unreliable in workload 4 while performed well in
workloads 3 and 10.
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TABLE 5. Comparison of the accuracy of various forecasting models.

FIGURE 8. Comparing the predictive performance of different model rows on the final tuning performance.
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FIGURE 9. Comparing the results of different methods for optimizing RocksDB knob configurations.

To verify that the accuracy of the prediction model affects
the final tuning score, the scores of the prediction models
are compared by benchmark testing on the recommended
configurations, as shown in Figure 8.The results show that
Knobformer performs best for all workloads. In addition,
models that achieve higher accuracy typically receive higher
scores when tested against actual benchmarks.

D. TUNING PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Our proposed RocksDB optimization configuration perfor-
mance and improvement method are compared with the
optimization configurations of K2vTune, RTune, and Face-
book. Among them, Facebook’s optimization configuration
is the default setting for RocksDB. The score results of these
optimization methods under different target workloads are
displayed in Figure 9. The results indicate that our pro-
posedmethod outperforms all othermethod. K2vTune’s score
ranks second among the four workloads, and its score in
the R6W4_8 workload is almost comparable to that of our
proposed method, as depicted in Figure 9 for R6W4_8. The
final average optimization performance is 26% better than
K2vTune and 72% better than RTune.

V. CONCLUSION
Since RocksDB contains many configuration parameters,
users and administrators find it challenging to optimize
RocksDB storage performance by adjusting the appropriate
parameter values. This study proposes a three-step RocksDB
configuration optimization system, TATune, to automate this
process and identify more optimal parameter values. Firstly,
the Mahalanobis distance is used to map the target work-

load samples to a preset workload. Subsequently, a neural
network model is employed to train the preset workload
samples to obtain their feature vectors using the knob con-
figuration and internal indicators of the preset workload.
Finally, a transformer model is used to train a predictor
that estimates external indicators. This predictor is used
as the fitness function of the improved adaptive genetic
algorithm to recommend the best configuration. The experi-
mental results demonstrate that our proposed TATune system
exhibits significant improvements than other comparedmeth-
ods in recommending knob configurations for RocksDB. Our
proposed knobformer improves the performance of RocksDB
knobs by 16% over k2vTune. The prediction model and
genetic algorithm proposed in this study improves the per-
formance of RocksDB better. However, the accuracy of the
predictive model and knob performance optimization still
need to be improved.

For future works, we shall embark on an exploration of
intelligent optimization algorithms, to discern their impact
upon the performance of recommended RocksDB knob
configurations, thereby elevating its overall efficiency. The
realm of deep learning has witnessed a remarkable surge in
large-scale language models over the past couple of years.
In light of this, we shall employ the open-source,large lan-
guage model to delve into how this model can optimize the
recommended knob configurations for RocksDB.
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